Action Plan

Milestones

IMPLEMENTATION TEAM ACTION PLAN1
How this action plan will be used: The Walk the Talk2 action plan is a ‘living document’
meaning that it will grow and change over the course of the implementation team’s 12
meetings. It is organised around ‘Milestones’ to help guide and support the work of the
implementation team. Although we progress through the milestones over time, nothing is
set in stone. Earlier parts of the action can be returned to and changed.
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Name of the organisation:
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MILESTONE 1 – SELECTING A SUB-GUIDELINE
In this project we are focusing on Chapter 6 of the Mental Health Commission of
Canada’s Guidelines for Recovery-Oriented Practice3. Chapter 6 has 4 sub-guidelines
and the first milestone for the implementation team will be choosing what sub-guideline to
focus on.

Date:

March 26th, 2022

Meeting #:

4

Implementation team
members present:

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Samuel Penfield

Avram Ben Yosef

Jean-Marc Tremblay

Shirley Cardinal
Vanda Lavigne

Decision (indicate the choice
of sub-guideline)

Summarise initial reasons for
focusing on this subguideline

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Sub-Guideline 6B

To give more focus and attention towards building-up
programs and services that are peer-led and informed by
lived experience of mental illness and service use.
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MILESTONE 2 – DEFINING THE RECOVERY-ORIENTED INNOVATION TO
IMPLEMENT
The goal of this process is to implement one recovery-oriented innovation (something
new) into the organisation that reflects the goal(s) of the sub-guideline chosen.

Date:

April 18th, 2022

Meeting #:

6

Implementation team
members present:

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Adèle Gauthier

Avram Ben Yosef

Samuel Penfield

Shirley Cardinal

Jean-Marc Tremblay

Vanda Lavigne

PART 1 – DEFINING THE RECOVERY-ORIENTED INNOVATION
Please describe the
innovation the team would
like to implement

In-house peer support services.

What do you hope this
innovation will achieve?

Create an opportunity for clients at the drop-in centre to
find support, especially those who may otherwise be
reluctant to speak with a stranger without first-hand
experience of living with a mental health problem or illness.
Ultimately the goal is to foster an environment where
clients can feel safe, understood and supported in their
recovery by peers.
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Will you design the
innovation from scratch or
will you adapt something that
was used elsewhere?

The innovation will be adapted from existing peer support
programs at the community level in Canada.

Does this innovation require
a certain kind of expertise?
Who will provide this
expertise?

Lived experience expertise is required. This may be
provided by either former clients or service users of our
organization or other mental health care services in the
region.

Does this innovation require
financial or other resources?
If so, what are they?

-

Yes, salaries for at least 2 part-time peer support
workers.

-

We will also need to source and equip a space at our
facility to properly accommodate individual and group
peer support sessions.

-

There are additional smaller expenses such as
refreshments for group peer circle meetings.

-

Transportation compensation for clients

Computers and internet for online support for those who
cannot attend in-person
Who has the power to
approve or reject the
innovation? Do you think
they will be supportive?

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Barbara Gooding is the Executive Director of the
organisation and is on the implementation team, she is
supportive of the innovation. However as this is a new
initiative and new funding needs to be allocated, approval
needs to be sought from the Board of Directors, who still
need to be briefed on the idea.
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PART 2 – DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE RECOVERY-ORIENTED INNOVATION
Ongoing peer support sessions for any service users of the organization. Both individual and
group sessions will be offered and led by the two newly-hired peer support workers who, in
addition to existing training, will receive an orientation session covering organizational
operations issues. In the spirit of recovery, the Peer Support Workers and the clients would
have full control over the structure of the sessions. Ongoing participation in the sessions is
encouraged, however if a client leaves it will not preclude them from accessing the service in
the future.
The frequency of group sessions would be once a week for 12 weeks. Individual sessions
may be ongoing.
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MILESTONE 3 – IDENTIFYING FACILITATORS AND BARRIERS
Change isn’t easy! That’s why there is a whole science dedicated to understanding
implementation, that is, to understanding how to optimise the adoption of something
new as well as the chances that it achieves the change we hope for.
Now that we’ve thought about what we’d like to do, let’s think about what could challenge
or become a hurdle in our implementation. We will be guided by the CFIR4 – a
framework of factors that shape implementation and the CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5. We
will consider common challenges as listed in the CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool and ask
ourselves “Is this going to be a challenge/hurdle when implementing our innovation?”,
using the CFIR Card Game6. This will help us identify the factors to prioritise when
planning strategies for implementation.

Date:

July 17th, 2022

Meeting #:

9

Implementation team
members present:

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Adèle Gauthier

Vanda Lavigne

Samuel Penfield
Jean-Marc Tremblay

IDENTIFYING FACILITATORS AND BARRIERS, MILESTONE 3
CFIR Domain:

CFIR Constructs (Factors) identified in
CFIR Card Game6 that could be a
challenge or hurdle

CFIR-ERIC Matching
Tool5 barrier statements

Intervention
Characteristics

Intervention source

Stakeholders have a negative
perception of the innovation because
of the entity that developed it and/or
where it was developed.

Relative advantage

Stakeholders do not see the
advantage of implementing the
innovation compared to an

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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CFIR Domain:

CFIR Constructs (Factors) identified in
CFIR Card Game6 that could be a
challenge or hurdle

CFIR-ERIC Matching
Tool5 barrier statements
alternative solution or keeping things
the same.

Outer Setting

Inner Setting

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Complexity

Stakeholders believe that the
innovation is complex based on their
perception of duration, scope,
radicalness, disruptiveness,
centrality, and/or intricacy and
number of steps needed to
implement.

Design quality & packaging

Stakeholders believe the innovation
is poor quality based on the way it is
bundled, presented, and/or
assembled.

Cost

Stakeholders believe the innovation
costs and/or the costs to implement
(including investment, supply, and
opportunity costs) are too high.

Client needs and resources

Client needs, including barriers and
facilitators to meet those needs, are
not accurately known and/or this
information is not a high priority for
the organization.

Peer pressure

There is little pressure to implement
the innovation because other key
peer or competing organizations
have not already implemented the
innovation nor is the organization
doing this in a bid for a competitive
edge.

External policy & incentives

External policies, regulations
(governmental or other central
entity), mandates, recommendations
or guidelines, pay-for-performance,
collaborative, or public or benchmark
reporting do not exist or they
undermine efforts to implement the
innovation.

Structural characteristics

The social architecture, age,
maturity, and size of an organization
hinders implementation.

Culture

Cultural norms, values, and basic
assumptions of the organization
hinder implementation.

Implementation climate

There is little capacity for change,
low receptivity, and no expectation
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CFIR Domain:

CFIR Constructs (Factors) identified in
CFIR Card Game6 that could be a
challenge or hurdle

CFIR-ERIC Matching
Tool5 barrier statements
that use of the innovation will be
rewarded, supported, or expected.

Relative priority

Stakeholders perceive that
implementation of the innovation
takes a backseat to other initiatives
or activities.

Organizational incentives and
rewards

There are no tangible (e.g., goalsharing awards, performance
reviews, promotions, salary raises)
or less tangible (e.g., increased
stature or respect) incentives in
place for implementing the
innovation.

Characteristics
of Individuals

Individual stage of change

Stakeholders are not skilled or
enthusiastic about using the
innovation in a sustained way.

Process

Champions

Individuals acting as champions who
support, market, or ‘drive through’
implementation in a way that helps
to overcome indifference or
resistance by key stakeholders are
not involved or supportive.

Opinion leaders

Opinion leaders (individuals who
have formal or informal influence on
the attitudes and beliefs of their
colleagues with respect to
implementing the intervention) are
not involved or supportive.

Reflecting and evaluating

There is little or no quantitative and
qualitative feedback about the
progress and quality of
implementation nor regular personal
and team debriefing about progress
and experience.

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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MILESTONE 4 – DEFINING AND SPECIFYING IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
The previous milestone was about identifying facilitators and barriers to implementing our
innovation. Now it’s time to think about what strategies we could use to overcome
challenges, and exploit strengths. We will be guided by Powell and colleagues’ 7 list of 73
individual implementation strategies, the CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5, and Proctor and
colleagues’8 guide for defining and specifying implementation strategies. This milestone
has 3 parts.

Date:

August 14th, 2022

Meeting #:

10

Implementation team
members present:

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Adèle Gauthier

Avram Ben Yosef

Samuel Penfield

Shirley Cardinal

Jean-Marc Tremblay

Vanda Lavigne

MATCHING CHALLENGES TO STRATEGIES, MILESTONE 4, PART 1
Most expert-endorsed strategies for each challenge according to CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5
(ERIC strategies listed are all Tier 1 strategies, or highest Tier 2 strategies). The tool can be
found here: https://cfirguide.org/choosing-strategies/. Definitions of strategies available from
Powell et al. 2015)7
Potential challenges identified by team in CFIR Card
Game (statements from CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5 and
Name of Construct)

Potential Strategies
(ERIC) suggested by CFIRERIC Matching Tool5

Stakeholders have a negative perception of the innovation because of the entity
that developed it and/or where it was developed. (intervention source)

o identify and prepare champions
o build a coalition
o promote adaptability

Stakeholders do not see the advantage of implementing the innovation
compared to an alternative solution or keeping things the same. (relative
advantage)

o identify and prepare champions

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Potential challenges identified by team in CFIR Card
Game (statements from CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5 and
Name of Construct)

Potential Strategies
(ERIC) suggested by CFIRERIC Matching Tool5

Stakeholders believe that the innovation is complex based on their perception of
duration, scope, radicalness, disruptiveness, centrality, and/or intricacy and
number of steps needed to implement. (complexity)

o develop a formal implementation
blueprint

Stakeholders believe the innovation is poor quality based on the way it is
bundled, presented, and/or assembled. (design quality and packaging)

o promote adaptability

Stakeholders believe the innovation costs and/or the costs to implement
(including investment, supply, and opportunity costs) are too high. (cost)

o access new funding

Client needs, including barriers and facilitators to meet those needs, are not
accurately known and/or this information is not a high priority for the
organization. (client needs & resources)

o conduct local needs assessment
o involve clients/consumers and
family members
o obtain and use client/consumers
and family feedback.

There is little pressure to implement the innovation because other key peer or
competing organizations have not already implemented the innovation nor is the
organization doing this in a bid for a competitive edge. (peer pressure)

o alter incentive/allowance
structures

External policies, regulations (governmental or other central entity), mandates,
recommendations or guidelines, pay-for-performance, collaborative, or public or
benchmark reporting do not exist or they undermine efforts to implement the
innovation. (external policy and incentives)

o alter incentive/allowance
structures
o involve executive boards

The social architecture, age, maturity, and size of an organization hinders
implementation. (structural characteristics)

o assess for readiness and identify
barriers and facilitators

Cultural norms, values, and basic assumptions of the organization hinder
implementation. (culture)

o identify and prepare champions

There is little capacity for change, low receptivity, and no expectation that use of
the innovation will be rewarded, supported, or expected. (implementation
climate)

o assess for readiness and identify
barriers and facilitators

Stakeholders perceive that implementation of the innovation takes a backseat to
other initiatives or activities. (relative priority)

o conduct local consensus
discussions

There are no tangible (e.g., goal-sharing awards, performance reviews,
promotions, salary raises) or less tangible (e.g., increased stature or respect)
incentives in place for implementing the innovation. (organizational incentives
and rewards)

o alter incentive/allowance
structures

Stakeholders are not skilled or enthusiastic about using the innovation in a
sustained way. (individual stage of change)

o identify and prepare champions

Individuals acting as champions who support, market, or ‘drive through’
implementation in a way that helps to overcome indifference or resistance by
key stakeholders are not involved or supportive. (champions)

o identify and prepare champions

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Potential challenges identified by team in CFIR Card
Game (statements from CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5 and
Name of Construct)

Potential Strategies
(ERIC) suggested by CFIRERIC Matching Tool5

Opinion leaders (individuals who have formal or informal influence on the
attitudes and beliefs of their colleagues with respect to implementing the
intervention) are not involved or supportive. (opinion leaders)

o identify and prepare champions
o inform local opinion leaders

There is little or no quantitative and qualitative feedback about the progress and
quality of implementation nor regular personal and team debriefing about
progress and experience. (reflecting and evaluating)

o develop and implement tools for
quality monitoring
o audit and provide feedback

THREE KEY STRATEGIES, MILESTONE 4, PART 2
The facilitator carefully considered the results of the CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5 and selected 3
key strategies to focus on with the team for this exercise. The implementation team can
continue the work of considering strategies throughout the implementation process.
At this stage, we want to support you to get some experience applying a guideline for defining
and specifying strategies8. Below are the three that were selected, their definitions, and the
challenges they help address as identified in the CFIR-ERIC Matching Tool5.
Recommended
Strategy
Identify and
prepare champions

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Description of the
Strategy (Powell et al.
2015)

CFIR-ERIC matching Tool barrier
statements

Identify and prepare individuals
who dedicate themselves to
supporting, marketing, and driving
through an implementation,
overcoming indifference or
resistance that the intervention
may provoke in an organization

o Opinion leaders (individuals who have formal
or informal influence on the attitudes and
beliefs of their colleagues with respect to
implementing the intervention) are not
involved or supportive. (opinion leaders)
o Stakeholders are not skilled or enthusiastic
about using the innovation in a sustained
way. (individual stage of change)
o Cultural norms, values, and basic
assumptions of the organization hinder
implementation. (culture)
o Stakeholders do not see the advantage of
implementing the innovation compared to an
alternative solution or keeping things the
same. (relative advantage)
o Individuals acting as champions who
support, market, or ‘drive through’
implementation in a way that helps to
overcome indifference or resistance by key
stakeholders are not involved or supportive.
o Stakeholders have a negative perception of
the innovation because of the entity that

©2021 Walk the Talk
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developed it and/or where it was developed.
(intervention source)
Access new
funding

Access new or existing money to
facilitate the implementation

o Resources (e.g., money, physical space,
dedicated time) are insufficient to support
implementation of the innovation. (available
resources)
o Stakeholders believe the innovation costs
and/or the costs to implement (including
investment, supply, and opportunity costs)
are too high. (cost)

Involve
patients/consumers
and family
members

Engage or include
patients/consumers and families
in the implementation effort

o Multi-faceted strategies to attract and involve
clients/customers in implementing or using
the innovation (e.g., through social
marketing, education, role modeling, training)
are ineffective or non-existent.
(clients/customers)
o Client needs, including barriers and
facilitators to meet those needs, are not
accurately known and/or this information is
not a high priority for the organization. (client
needs & resources)

DEFINING AND SPECIFYING 3 KEY IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES, MILESTONE 4,
PART 3
Implementation researchers Proctor, Powell and McMillan8 argued that one of the weaknesses
in implementation research is that people don’t do a good enough job at naming, defining and
specifying the implementation strategies they choose. They recommend the following guide
(table below) to improve this, so we are going to try and use it for the 3 key strategies.
Remember, we are employing strategies to address challenges we identified in the CFIR Card
Game6, so be sure to tailor the strategy to those challenges identified in Part 2 of this
Milestone. We are focusing on the pre-implementation phase – i.e. the advanced planning
stage we will enter once the 12 meetings are completed.
STRATEGY #1
NAME IT: (use exact name of the strategy from Part 2: 3 Key Strategies)
Identify and prepare champions
DEFINE IT: (Important! Tailor your description of the strategy to the challenge(s) identified in
Part 2 (see Target(s) of the Action below)

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Identify and engage stakeholders within the organization who can support and endorse the
peer support innovation with increasing participation and the allocation of resources. Bring
together service users, service providers, managers, executives, family caregivers, etc. who
will advocate for the implementation of peer support services in the organisation.
SPECIFY IT: (see Proctor et al.8 for the original definitions of the 7 domains)
Actor(s):Who does it?/Who
is it?

Champions – Implementation Team Members

Action(s): What will be
done/What will they do?

Implementation Team will organize informal meetings with
opinion leaders in clinical, managerial, and board positions,
including service users themselves.

Target(s) of the action:
What challenge is being
targeted by this strategy?
[insert challenge(s) from Part
2]

Opinion leaders (individuals who have formal or informal
influence on the attitudes and beliefs of their colleagues
with respect to implementing the intervention) are not
involved or supportive).

Temporality: When will it
happen (what stage of
implementation)?

Within the next 3 months

Dose: How much, how often
and for how long will the
strategy be practiced?

Individual 30-60 minute meetings will be scheduled with
potential champions to secure support for implementation
of the peer support innovation.

Implementation outcomes
affected: What outcomes
(below) are we hoping it will
affect, and how will we know if
it has?

Acceptability

•

Acceptability, Adoption,
Appropriateness,
Feasibility, Fidelity,
Implementation cost,
Penetration, Sustainability

Justification: How and why
did we choose this
strategy?
•

Contact Person: Barbara Gooding

Identified by CFIR-ERIC
Matching tool and…

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

At the centre of our organization’s values is ensuring buy-in
from our service users for whatever new initiative we create
so these values informed our decision to seek additional
champions (including service users) to ensure success of
the project.
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STRATEGY #2
NAME IT: (use exact name of the strategy from Part 2: 3 Key Strategies)
Access new funding
DEFINE IT: (Important! Tailor your description of the strategy to the challenge(s) identified in
Part 2 (see Target(s) of the Action below)
Securing new funding from the organizational budget, provincial government, funding
agencies, or local philanthropists to offset costs of hiring the peer support worker.
SPECIFY IT: (see Proctor et al.8 for the original definitions of the 7 domains)
Actor(s):Who does it?/Who
is it?

Barbara Gooding and Avram Ben Yosef

Action(s): What will be
done/What will they do?

Advocate to the board for approval of new funding or
reallocation of funds. Research and apply for any external
funding whether public or private sector-based.

Target(s) of the action:
What challenge is being
targeted by this strategy?
[insert challenge(s) from Part
2]

- Resources (e.g., money, physical space, dedicated time)
are insufficient to support implementation of the innovation.

Temporality: When will it
happen (what stage of
implementation)?

Will begin immediately and continue into the advanced
planning stage

Dose: How much, how often
and for how long will the
strategy be practiced?

This will be ongoing in order to ensure the long-term
sustainment of the peer support innovation. Integrated into
standing fundraising efforts,

Implementation outcomes
affected: What outcomes
(below) are we hoping it will
affect, and how will we know if
it has?

Feasibility

•

- Stakeholders believe the innovation costs and/or the
costs to implement (including investment, supply, and
opportunity costs) are too high

Acceptability, Adoption,
Appropriateness,

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Feasibility, Fidelity,
Implementation cost,
Penetration, Sustainability
Justification: How and why
did we choose this
strategy?
•

Securing funding to support new programs aligns with
principles of good management and governance.

Identified by CFIR-ERIC
Matching tool and…

STRATEGY #3
NAME IT: (use exact name of the strategy from Part 2: 3 Key Strategies)
Involve patients/consumers and family members
DEFINE IT: (Important! Tailor your description of the strategy to the challenge(s) identified in
Part 2 (see Target(s) of the Action below)
Reaching-out to service users and caregivers regarding the peer support innovation to better
fit the innovation to the service users’ needs and wants.
SPECIFY IT: (see Proctor et al.8 for the original definitions of the 7 domains)
Actor(s):Who does it?/Who
is it?

Mei Chen and Abdel Nour

Action(s): What will be
done/What will they do?

- Focus group-like meetings will take place to inform
service users and receive feedback regarding the peer
support innovation.
- Flyers will be put-up in spaces frequented by service
users.
-Reminders will be sent to staff to speak to service users
about upcoming focus group meetings.

Target(s) of the action:
What challenge is being
targeted by this strategy?
[insert challenge(s) from Part
2]

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

- Multi-faceted strategies to attract and involve
clients/customers in implementing or using the innovation
(e.g., through social marketing, education, role modeling,
training) are ineffective or non-existent.
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- Client needs, including barriers and facilitators to meet
those needs, are not accurately known and/or this
information is not a high priority for the organization.
Temporality: When will it
happen (what stage of
implementation)?

Pre-implementation in the two months following the 12th
meeting.

Dose: How much, how often
and for how long will the
strategy be practiced?

8 meetings will be held over the course of two months to
accommodate the size of the service user population.

Implementation outcomes
affected: What outcomes
(below) are we hoping it will
affect, and how will we know if
it has?

Appropriateness

•

Acceptability, Adoption,
Appropriateness,
Feasibility, Fidelity,
Implementation cost,
Penetration, Sustainability

Justification: How and why
did we choose this
strategy?
•

Because we are committed to taking a recovery and
person-centred approach to service development

Identified by CFIR-ERIC
Matching tool and…

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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MILESTONE 5 – ENGAGEMENT MEETING WITH STAKEHOLDERS
We’ve thought about potential challenges and we’ve thought about strategies to
overcome them. In this process we have started to identify whose ‘buy-in’ we need,
whose views we should hear from sooner rather than later, and who might be our
greatest champions for change.
This milestone happens in stages, first identifying the stakeholders and inviting them to
the engagement meeting, and second, having the meeting and assessing feedback.
We’re using the following questions (inspired by CFIR4) to guide our choice of who to
invite to the Engagement Meeting.
o Is there someone who is an opinion leader - meaning that they can really influence
the opinions of others? (service users, staff, or management)
o Are there particular individuals you think may need some convincing, or who may
be skeptical about the innovation?
o Who has the power to facilitate implementation?
o Are there people you could see become champions for change or leaders for
implementation - that is really enthusiastic people who could become actively
involved in implementation?
o Is there anyone from an outside organisation that will have a role to play in
implementation (for example of an outside organisation providing training)?

INVITING STAKEHOLDERS TO NEXT MEETING, MILESTONE 5, PART 1
Meeting notes (fill out at Meeting 9)
Implementation team
members present:

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Adèle Gauthier

Avram Ben Yosef

Samuel Penfield

Shirley Cardinal

Jean-Marc Tremblay

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Who is responsible for
inviting them?

Adèle Gauthier

How and by when will
invitations be sent?

Invitations will be sent by email within the next 7 days.

ENGAGEMENT MEETING, MILESTONE 5, PART 2
Meeting notes (fill out at Meeting 11)
Who attended? (include
invited guests and
implementation team
members)

Who said they were coming
but then couldn’t?

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Adèle Gauthier

Avram Ben Yosef

Timothée Villeneuve

Rupi Singh

Danté Reyes

Ana De Léon

Farhi Ayad

Jong Bin Park

Kirigaya Takahashi

Melissa Banks

Samuel Penfield

Shirley Cardinal

Jean-Marc Tremblay

Vanda Lavigne

Alexandre Fayette

Lucy Chan

Cecilia Makeba

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Positive reactions to the
innovation?

o Really liked the idea of both group and individual options
o They thought it was good to keep-up with this best
practice
o Could see how service users would benefit from
engaging with someone who has lived-experiences
o Hoped there could be more than two peer workers hired

Negative reactions to the
innovation?

o Some concern about whether the organization could
afford it at this time due to a drop in recent funding from
key donors
o Some worries about professional boundaries between
peer workers and clients.

OUTCOMES OF MEETING (FILL OUT AFTER MEETING 11)
Did the innovation seem
acceptable to stakeholders?

Did the innovation seem
feasible to stakeholders?

Did the meeting help to
increase buy-in from
stakeholders to support the
innovation?

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Yes

Somewhat – there were concerns about cost.

Yes
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Were new challenges
uncovered?

Upcoming deadlines for grants and annual general meeting
of the board are sooner than we had anticipated.
Possible resistance from some staff who might expect peer
workers to uphold the same professional boundaries as
they do with their clients

Will new strategies to
overcome challenges be
needed?

Need to move up deadline for speaking with board about
reallocating funding. Need to begin grant application
process immediately.
Need to include information on peer workers ethical code
and how it differs from clinical staff when presenting the
innovation to staff

Will changes be made to the
design of the innovation
based on stakeholder
feedback?

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

No
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MILESTONE 6 – WRITING AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
We have decided what our innovation will be, what strategies we want to use to implement it, and have started engaging
with stakeholders. Now we need to look into the future and make a step-by-step plan for implementation. For this task we
will use a modified version of the Action Plan Form from The Community Tool Box 9 (permission granted from the Center
for Community Health and Development at the University of Kansas).
One innovation usually involves many actions and steps. Here we will start thinking through the implementation process –
what needs to be done, when, and by whom. We also don’t want to forget about challenges and the importance of
planning strategies to overcome them.

Meeting #:

11

Date Completed: September
27th, 2022

Implementation
team members
present:

Barbara Gooding

Mei Chen

Peter Banner

Abdel Nour

Adèle Gauthier

Avram Ben Yosef

Samuel Penfield

Shirley Cardinal

Description of the
Innovation (what
and where?):

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Jean-Marc Tremblay

Peer Support service and space offering both individual and group peer support sessions.
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PRE-IMPLEMENTATION PHASE – (APPROXIMATELY 1 TO 4 MONTHS)
Responsibilities
Who Will Do It?

Timeline

Resources
Available

Resources
Needed
(financial, human)

Potential
challenges /
hurdles

Strategies to
overcome
challenge(s)

Identifying
and securing
champions

Barbara Gooding

September
15th

Organization
Contact List of staff,
leaders, service
users, and family.

Identifying and
securing
champions

Barbara Gooding

September 15th

Securing/real
locating
funding

Avram Ben Yosef

November
20th

E-mail, Internet
connection, Zoom

Availability of the
board in one place.

Not able to
assemble
emergency board
meeting to
address the
request.

Inform board and
ask for them to
schedule a
meeting within the
next two months,
doing so as soon
as possible.

Eight
engagement
meetings
with
consumers
and family
members

Shirley Cardinal,
Samuel Penfield,
Abdel Nour

September to
December

Meeting room,
printing for flyers

Secure budget for
catering

Low attendance

Provide
incentives –
multiple options of
time, nice
location,
refreshments

Prepare
outline of
budget for
new Peer
Support
Worker
positions and
space
renovations

Mei Chen

October 29th

Computer, Microsoft
office, past project
budgets for
reference.

Budget for the next
fiscal year.

Budget isn’t ready
yet

Prioritize lines on
budget specific to
staffing,
refreshments,
transportation and
other items that
could impact the
innovation
indirectly or
directly.

Actions
What Will Be
Done?

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

By When?
(Day / Month)
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Action Plan
Writing Job
Advertiseme
nt for Peer
Support
Worker
positions
alongside
Service
Users team
members

Barbara Gooding,
Peter Banner,
Adèle Gauthier

November
1st

Computer
equipment,
Microsoft Office,
Workspace, meeting
rooms, research
through similar job
postings at other
organisations

Time, availability of
all relevant team
members, ability to
have posting
translated in
French or another
secondary
language if needed.
Availability of nonbooked meeting
spaces.

Lack of consensus
of what to include
in job description.

Reflect on past
meeting notes to
help in reflecting
on qualities
sought in a Peer
Support Worker.

Interviewing
and
Selecting
Candidates
for Peer
Support
Worker
positions

Barbara Gooding,
Peter Banner,
Adèle Gauthier,
Avram Ben
Yosef, Shirley
Cardinal

First two
weeks of
December

Meeting Space for
interviews and
application review,
online conference
call software (i.e.
Zoom, Skype,
Teams, etc.) copies
of applications and
general office
supplies

Availability and
allocated funding
of Farhi and Jong
Bing to host
interviews and
discuss
applications with
implementation
team members.

Unqualified pool of
candidates.

Reach out to
personal
networks,
partnered or
neighbouring
organizations and
past clients to
ensure a
widespread
recruitment
campaign.
Advertise position
of job networks
like charity village
and Linked In..

Potential
challenges /
hurdles

Strategies to
overcome
challenge(s)

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE – (LENGTH DEPENDS ON THE INNOVATION)
Actions
What Will Be
Done?

Responsibilities
Who Will Do It?

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

Timeline
By When?
(Day / Month)

Resources
Available
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Resources
Needed
(financial, human)
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Action Plan
Hiring Peer
Support
Workers

Barbara Gooding

January 15th

Work computer,
Microsoft office,
internet connection,
set budget

Defined and
finished job
description

First choices for
position decline or
are unable to fulfill
the role,
references don’t
support resume,
etc.

Continue down
the list of qualified
applicants to
ensure there is no
delay in filling the
positions with
suitable people.

Conducting
Orientation
of newly
hired peer
support
workers

Abdel Nour and
Peter Banner

January 30th

Meeting space,
office supplies,
Microsoft office and
conference call
software,
refreshments during
orientation.

By this time a
confirmed budget
for funding the
positions, the
space, and other
associated costs
should be in effect.

Sudden
emergency that
closes the meet
spaces down
where orientation
would have taken
place.

Switch to online
delivery of
orientation and
provide relevant
training materials
through email.

Renovate
space

Barbara Gooding

February
15th

Dedicated funding
for hiring contractors
to transform space
as appropriate

Time, Funding,
Labour

Delay in
renovations for
any reason.

Put in place a
plan to have a
backup space to
provide services
so there is no gap
in delivery of
care.

Open up
services to
clients

Barbara Gooding

February
20th

Completion of
renovations.

Established
schedule for overall
operations of the
new service and an
assigned manager
to oversee service
delivery.

Still figuring out
logistics regarding
shifts,
enforcement of
new policies
specific to peersupport worker
role, completion of
orientation training
by all new staff.

Address new
policies in
orientation,
ensure ahead of
time, orientation
has been
completed by all
new staff, set time
aside to speak
with manager of
new service
regarding
schedules and if
any additional
support is needed

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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Action Plan
administratively or
clinically.

POST- IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
Actions
What Will Be
Done?
Continue
management
of budget
and
resources to
keep
operations
open

Responsibilities
Who Will Do It?

Timeline

Adèle Gauthier
and Mei Chen

Ongoing after
February
20th

walkthetalktoolkit.ca

By When?
(Day / Month)

Resources
Available

Resources
Needed
(financial, human)

Potential
challenges /
hurdles

Strategies to
overcome
challenge(s)

Newly established
renovated space for
peer support service
delivery, dedicated
funding, staff,
organization policies
and guidelines,

Continued
communication with
manager of site as
well as with
executive
leadership and
board of directors
to ensure continued
funding.

Loss or cut to
funding,
unexpected
change in
leadership or peer
support workers.

Be aware of
alternative
sources of
funding both
public and
private. Speak
with manager of
site regarding
circumstance of
peer support
worker leaving
and what next
steps are.
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Action Plan
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS
How will you know that you are making progress? What are your benchmarks?
We will keep updating this action plan at implementation team meetings to keep track of whether we are meeting our goals
and objectives.

EVALUATION PROCESS
How will you determine that your goal has been reached? What are your measures?
We will keep administrative records of the number of sessions the peer worker provides and the number of clients who
participate, including withdrawal from peer support. After 6 months we’ll hold a focus group with clients to discuss what their
experience of the peer support program has been and what can be done to improve it.

walkthetalktoolkit.ca
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